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APS SIGNS MAJOR CONTRACT FOR BRUNEI HDPE LINER PROJECT 

O n 12 February 2013, a contract signing ceremony was held be-

tween Brunei LNG Sdn Bhd (Brunei LNG) and APS Dubai 

LLC for the provision of a corrosion resistant liner to its new 14 km, 

900 mm (36 in) diameter raw water supply pipeline. The contract was 

signed by Mohammad Damit, Managing Director/CEO of Brunei 

LNG, and Robert Walters, Chairman of the APS group.   

The new contract with APS provides for the engineering,  

manufacture, supply, installation and testing of the 900 mm diameter 

PE 100 high density tight fit polyethylene liners within the steel  

pipeline. The site works are scheduled to commence in the 3rd Quarter 

of this year and running sequentially with the steel pipeline  

fabrication, it is hoped that the project will be completed by the end 

of 1st Quarter in 2014. The process to be employed by APS is its  

proprietary Compression Fit Lining (CFL), which uses a form of die 

reduction technology.  

Interestingly, one of the main complexities of the project is the huge 

amount of logistics required for the liner deliveries, as approximately 200 container shipments of 

liner pipe have to be coordinated from the point of manufacture in Thailand into Brunei,  

representing over 1,000 t of material, which then have to be offloaded and manoeuvred along the 

forestry roads before being installed. Upon the conclusion of the signing ceremony, Robert Walters 

commented: “I am delighted that our organisation has been entrusted with this highly prestigious 

project. During the contract negotiations a very high degree of importance has been placed on the 

need for safety and environmental awareness and competence. These factors are of course always 

applicable to any project within the hydrocarbon industry and especially so in this instance where 

the project involves an extensive interaction between construction spreads working over long  

distances in a protected forestry area. This project also further underscores the importance of the 

region in terms of the planned growth of our group in the Far East, coming soon after the  

establishment of our companies in Malaysia and Thailand. We now look forward to what we feel 

sure will be a highly satisfactory project for all concerned.” Website: www.apsdubai.com 

 

 

CENTRAL SUBWAY EPBS  

GEAR UP 

O n April 23, a ship carrying the first 

of two Robbins mixed ground EPBs 

docked at San Francisco, USA’s pier 80.  

Robbins is providing the two 6.3 m (20.7 

ft) diameter EPBs for the city’s newest 

rail route, the Central Subway. The  

machines for the Barnard/Impregilo/

Healy JV were nicknamed ‘Mom Chung’ 

and ‘Big Alma’, after local historical  

figures.   

The completed Central Subway line will 

provide service between the China Town 

and Mission Bay areas. “The unique  

challenges of this project include the 

dense urban environment and curved  

tunnel alignment. Use of the TBM will 

help us to minimise impact to the  

community, and the design of the TBMs 

will help us to negotiate curves using  

active articulation.” said Alessandro 

Tricamo, Chief Engineer for the Barnard/

Impregilo/Healy JV. Both machines were 

designed to enable smooth excavation 

around tight turns down to 140 m (450 ft) 

in radius.   
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The two EPBs were additionally  

engineered with mixed ground  

cutterheads using knife edge bits and 

carbide tools to excavate parallel 2.5 km 

(1.5 mile) tunnels. Shaft-type screw 

conveyors will aid in excavation 

through poorly consolidated silt and 

sand deposits of the Colma formation 

below the ground water table.   

Robbins horizontal belt conveyors 

will travel behind both machines for 

efficient muck removal during  

tunnelling. “We estimated that a  

continuous conveyor would help us 

improve the production rate of the 

TBMs on steep slopes (up to 7%), 

where a traditional mucking system using a locomotive would have been a challenge.” said  

Tricamo.   

Project owner San Francisco Municipal Transportation Authority (SFMTA) has set a planned 

launch date for the first machine in mid-June, and for the second machine by the end of August. The 

Central Subway is part of the SFMTA’s Third Street Light Rail Transit Project. Phase 1 of the 10.9 

km (6.8 mile), two-phase project began revenue service along the Third Street corridor in April 

2007, restoring light rail service to a high transit ridership area of San Francisco for the first time in 

50 years. 

When Phase 2 is complete, the 2.7 km (1.7 mile) Central Subway line will extend light rail service 

to the Financial District and Chinatown, as well as provide direct connections to BART and  

Caltrain, two of the Bay Area’s largest regional commuter rail services. The Central Subway is 

scheduled to open to the public in 2018. It is estimated that the new subway will serve about 65,000 

passengers daily by 2030. Website: www.robbinstbm.com 
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NEW DITCH WITCH® WEBSITE LAUNCHED 

T he Ditch Witch organization recently  

announced the launch of the new and  

improved Ditch Witch website, which has been 

redesigned significantly to improve user  

experience. 

The overall look and feel of the site is cleaner 

and brighter, navigation is faster and easier, more 

social media elements are included, and the site is 

available in six languages.  

The new Ditch Witch website features: 

 Faster, simpler navigation, making it 

easy to quickly find product  

information. 

 Six language options—English, 

Spanish, German, Russian, French, 

and Portuguese. 

 Responsive design, so the site  

automatically adjusts to fit the  

proportions of any computer, tablet 

or mobile device. 

 Easy sharing across major social 

media platforms such as Facebook, [https://www.facebook.com/DitchWitch] Twitter, 

[http://twitter.com/ditchwitch] Google Plus, [https://plus.google.com/+ditchwitch/

posts] and Pinterest. [http://pinterest.com/ditchwitch/]  

 An ‘On The Job’ section that provides jobsite information relative to a customer’s 

market and underground construction specialty.  

 More photos and videos than ever before. 

To see the changes for yourself visit the Website: www.ditchwitch.com 

 

 

‘HERRENKNECHT APPROVED’ – USED MACHINES  

WITH QUALITY SEAL  

T he new ‘Herrenknecht Approved’  

cer t ificate  offers construction  

companies additional security when buying 

used tunnelling equipment. The seal is  

given to used machines after they have 

been thoroughly checked in line with  

proven Herrenknecht quality standards and 

the original functional state has been  

restored.  

At bauma 2013 in Munich, Herrenknecht 

presented its new ‘Herrenknecht  

Approved quality seal for the first time. This certificate offers construction companies additional 

security when buying used tunnel boring machines of the AVN type, HDD rigs as well as the  

corresponding containers and power packs. The seal is given to used machines after they have been 

thoroughly checked in line with proven Herrenknecht quality standards and the original functional 

state has been restored.  

“A 9-month warranty guarantees the full functionality of every Herrenknecht used machine with 

the Approved quality seal, so that our customers can realise their upcoming projects reliably and 

safely.” said Ulrich Schaffhauser, Chairman of the Executive Board Business Unit Utility  

Tunnelling.  

The used machines are delivered with complete technical documentation. They are subject to the 

strictest quality tests with the following test parameters at one of the Herrenknecht plants: Wear 

protection (including cutting tools and cone structure), hydraulics system (including steering  

cylinders, hydraulic pumps and lines), water system (including wall thickness control, pressure 

measurement with tightness control), drive system (including gears, hydraulic motor and sealing 

system) and check of the electric equipment.  
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Customers can also make use of the worldwide Herrenknecht network. In addition to the company 

headquarters in Schwanau, Germany, the subsidiary in Bangkok - Herrenknecht (ASIA) Ltd. - as 

well as the newly founded Herrenknecht Tunnelling Systems LLC in Abu Dhabi are specialists in 

carrying out the comprehensive quality controls for the ‘Herrenknecht Approved’ quality seal.  

Herrenknecht, with its comprehensive services, has been a reliable partner for its customers for 35 

years. Herrenknecht offers jobsite services and qualified personnel for every project at every phase. 

If necessary, the tunnel boring machines are made fit for their next job: more than 400 have already 

been refurbished by Herrenknecht and used successfully again in new projects. Worldwide, around 

850 Herrenknecht Utility Tunnelling Machines (in diameters < 4.20 m) from Herrenknecht are  

currently in operation constructing and installing water and sewage systems, gas and oil pipelines, as 

well as conduits for electricity and telecommunication lines in the trenchless method safely and  

precisely.  Website: www.herrenknecht.com 

 

 

KOBUS PIPE PULLER SCORES A HIT AT TFL  

ROADWORKS INNOVATION SUMMIT 

T he revolutionary KOBUS Pipe Puller, which allows old 

underground lead piping to be removed and replaced with 

new pipe work without road disruption was show cased at the 

TfL Roadworks Innovation Summit which took place at City 

Hall London recently. 

The event, attended by Mayor of London Boris Johnson, who 

provided the key note address, attracted an audience of over 130 

delegates, drawn from local government, utility companies and 

many large contractors. The conference and exhibition provided 

exhibitors with the opportunity to present innovative methods 

and techniques to overcome the perennial problem of roadworks 

and road closures in accordance with the Mayors stated aim of 

reducing disruption to road users and pedestrians alike in the 

nations capital. 

Kobus Cilliers, inventor of the KOBUS Pipe Puller said: “We are delighted to have been invited to 

City Hall to show off our Pipe Puller System. Our system is now being used successfully across the 

country. Not only does the KOBUS Pipe Puller completely negate the need for trench digging in the 

old fashioned way, with the obvious knock-on effect in delays to traffic and the public at large, but it 

also affords huge savings in time and money and is both a safer and more environmentally sound 

option than any other technology, including moling.” Website: www.kobuspipepuller.com 

 

 

MIDWEST MOLE RECEIVES MICCS ZERO INJURY AWARD 

M idwest Mole, Inc. was honoured by the Metro  

Indianapolis Coalition for Construction Safety (MICCS) 

with the Zero Injury Award for having no recordable injuries in 

2012. This is the first time Midwest Mole received the MICCS 

Zero Injury Award. 

This recognition is given to companies whose employees 

have not suffered a work‐related incident resulting in loss of 

consciousness, restriction of work or motion, transfer to  

another job or requiring medical treatment other than first aid 

for the past calendar year. Out of 278 member companies, only 

18 were recognized for zero injuries. 

“At Midwest Mole, safety is at the center of the company’s 

culture. The phrase ‘Safety first, quality second and production third’ is more than a slogan. It is 

how Midwest Mole conducts its business,” said Brent Grandidier, Corporate Safety Director. “A lot 

of work goes into achieving these awards of distinction. All of our policies, procedures and efforts 

contribute toward an end result of zero injuries. But our main attribute in achieving zero injuries is 

our hard working employees, who always put safety first.” 

Grandidier accepted the award at the 20th annual MICCS Awards Banquet on May 2, 2013, at the 

Indiana Convention Center Sagamore Ballroom in downtown Indianapolis. Website: 

www.midwestmole.com  
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and Boris Johnson, Mayor of  

London. 

Brent Grandidier accepting the 

award. 
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VERMEER AXIS GUIDED BORING SYSTEM HELPS KEEP BRITISH 

ARMY BASE DRY 

G e r ma n  c o n t r a c t o r  B ee r ma n n  

B o hr t ech ni k  G mb H recen t l y  

completed a first for the German pipeline 

market with the utilisation of a Vermeer 

AXIS® guided boring system to install  

perforated drainage pipe beneath an existing 

building on an Army base as part of a flood-

prevention scheme. 

The project, known as the Mansergh  

Barracks Dewatering Project, took place 

beneath Block 29, Mansergh Barracks, at 

the Gütersloh British Army base, one of the 

main British Army bases still remaining in 

Germany. The extremely high water table 

under the building had previously caused 

basement rooms to flood, so a system was 

needed to remove the ground water from 

the site to prevent future flooding. According to calculations by the project’s client, Bau- und 

Liegenschaftsbetriebe Bielefeld on behalf of the British Army, and the project consulting engineer, 

Mr. Rolf Ostmeier of Ing.-Büro Redeker GmbH, the flow rate which the new drainage system would 

have to be able to handle was 32 l (8.4 gallons) per meter length of pipe per minute, a huge amount 

of water. 

After careful consideration of the options open to the contractor for the work, it was decided that a 

multi-pass process would not be appropriate. This was because of site conditions, including mainly 

sandy soils with some clay layer inclusions, confirmed using core drilling, and the required  

installation depth. So in association with the contract’s main contractor, Kögel Bau GmbH & Co. 

KG of Bad Oeynhausen, it was decided to employ the Vermeer AXIS guided boring system. This 

system was chosen because the space available around the site and the capacity to directly install the 

new pipes in a single pass on completion of the pilot bore. 

According to Mario Bruns, project manager for Beermann Bohrtechnik GmbH, “This project was 

a challenge for us because we had no previous experience with the Vermeer AXIS guided boring 

system. The cooperation of all of the companies involved on the project was very important. I can 

only praise all who were involved. It was only because of this level of cooperation that a smooth 

process was possible. The success of this project certainly leaves scope for further projects.” 

 

PROJECT REQUIREMENTS 

Given the soil conditions and high water table, preparations for the boring work included the  

installation of a well-point dewatering system to lower the inherent water levels to the point where 

start shafts and reception pits could be installed effectively and kept open for the duration of the 

boring work without being flooded. 

Three start pits were required for the installation work, which comprised some nine (9) individual 

bores which totalled some 225 m (738 ft) in length. Each individual bore varied in length from 15 to 

35 m (49.2 to 114.8 ft) and utilised a pilot cutting head on the AXIS system of 344 mm (13.1 in) 

diameter. This allowed the 250 mm (9.8 in) diameter PP (polypropylene) perforated pipes to be  

installed in a single direct pullback  

operation, eliminating the need for a  

reaming stage. The pipe used for the new 

installations was Egeplast SL PP-B modules 

(Multirastermodule) in 1.95 m (6.3 ft) long 

sections with drainage slots. 

The works were all completed using not 

only the Vermeer AXIS guided boring  

s y s t e m ( o p e r a t i n g  i n  v a c u u m  

microtunnelling mode) but also a Vermeer 

MX240 drilling fluid mixing system; a chain 
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retention system; a 10 m3 (2,642 gallon)  

vacuum truck (from Beermann) to transport 

used drilling fluid and spoil material to the 

dump site and an excavator and truck  

knuckleboom crane for drill casing and  

product pipe handling and loading.  

The drilling fluid used comprised Phrikolat 

W plus bentonite and Baroid Penetrol. The 

main difference with the use of drilling fluid 

with the AXIS system, as compared to say 

an HDD operation, is that the fluid is only 

used to improve the spoil transport capability 

through the vacuum channel and to lubricate 

the cutter head. The drilling fluid then is 

removed using a vacuum system to extract the spoil from the bore into the unit vac tank, so there is 

no filter cake build-up in the system.  

Of course another major requirement for completion of the works was security. As the project was 

being done on a British Army base, security for personnel and equipment to enter the premises was 

regulated strictly. This required the contractors to register all the required employees for base ID 

cards, to give access to the jobsite. 

The project started on 25 February 2013 and was completed by 5 March 2013. Each machine  

setup took between two- and three-and-a-half hours, depending on whether a move to a new start pit 

was required. Although the timing of each bore varied according to its length, a typical installation 

of a 30 m (98.4 ft) pilot bore and the pipe installation that followed took just three hours. 

Rolf Ostmeier of Ing.-Büro Redeker GmbH said of the project, “During the boring operation it 

became clear that we had chosen the right procedure and equipment. The short setup times of the 

AXIS system; the precise arrangement, positioning and alignment of the individual bores; and a 

timely completion meant that both the client and the construction managers were fully satisfied with 

the project outcome.”  

 

THE AXIS SYSTEM 

The AXIS system consists of a drill rack operated from inside an underground pit/shaft and a power 

supply that is set up on the ground surface above the pit powered by a container-mounted 104.4 kW 

(140 hp) diesel engine. 

When a pipeline is installed using the AXIS system, the process is typically completed in 90 to 

120 m (295.3 to 393.7 ft) increments, although the Army base works were shorter than this. For 

each increment, a pit is dug at both the start and end points of the bore. The drill rack is set up and 

operated from the start pit, boring through to the second pit. 

The heart of the AXIS system is a hydraulically powered thrust and pullback carriage assembly 

and gear box that pushes the drill casing forward and turns a cutter bit at the front end to excavate 

the soil. The rack is seated on a levelling frame and the total assembly is 3.5 m (134 in) long, 1.1 m 

(33.6 in) wide and 1.5 m (60 in) high. The thrust/pullback mechanism drives a 343 mm (13.5 in) 

diameter drill head mounted on a 2 m (6.5 ft) drill casing. As the head goes deeper into the soil,  

additional 2 m (6.5 ft) drill casings are inserted behind the lead unit to extend the bore. Different 

drill bits are available depending on the nature of the soils, which can vary from rock to clay. 

A laser unit provides precision  

guidance for the system to maintain 

exact grade and alignment. The laser 

unit is securely mounted at the rear of 

the start pit. A camera in the drill head 

allows the operator to align a target 

with the laser to ensure a straight, 

steady bore. 

The cylindrical drill casings include 

a central drive shaft that turns inside 

the unit, turning the drill bit at the 

f r o n t .  A n  e x t e r n a l  c h a n n e l  

accommodates cables from the camera 
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and its lighting at the front 

of the drill head so that the 

casings maintain a smooth, 

cylindrical external profile 

without the need to  

disconnect the cables and 

hoses every time a drill 

casing is added during the 

boring process. 

The casing units also 

include two internal  

channels. The upper  

channel is to move air  

forward through the shaft 

to the front so that debris 

can be vacuumed out and 

recovered through the  

lower channel back to the start pit. The air in the upper channel also keeps the system cool, which is 

necessary to keep the laser beam on target as heat can bend the laser off target. 

For the Gütersloh British Army base project, given this was the first time Beermann had used the 

AXIS system, support for the equipment was given by Vermeer EMEA throughout the works. The 

project was also supported by specialists from Vermeer Corporation (USA), Vermeer EMEA 

(regional office for Europe, Middle East Africa and CIS based in the Netherlands) and Vermeer 

Deutschland. This support included training of the Beermann crew for this and future projects. 

Benny Melse, trenchless product specialist with Vermeer EMEA said, “This has been an exciting 

introduction of the AXIS guided boring system onto the German market, in association with  

Beermann. Our AXIS guided boring system gave a solution to this project that allowed the  

installation of new drainage pipes with accuracy and efficiency and without detriment to the  

building beneath which the work took place or the immediate environment. The project took just six 

effective drilling/installation days to install the 225 m (738.2 ft) of PP product pipes required. This 

project succeeded due mainly to the great efforts applied by all parties concerned and choosing the 

right equipment for the site conditions.” Website: www.vermeer.com 
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HAMMERHEAD LAUNCHES NEW ROUGHNECK™ R400 PNEUMATIC 

ROCK HAMMER SYSTEM  

H ammerHead has launched the new 

ROUGHNECK R400 Pneumatic Rock 

Hammer system for the underground  

construction industry. The system includes the 

R400 air hammer, 5¼ in straight and offset bits, 

patent-pending pullback kit, control station/

oiler, drill conversion kit and universal HD high

-flow rock drill housing. The ROUGHNECK 

R400 is designed to drill at rates up to 46 m/hr 

(150 ft/hr) while providing enhanced steering 

performance. 

Designed to work with the new HD universal 

high-flow rock drill  housing, the  

ROUGHNECK R400 allows a directional drill 

to work in almost any rock condition without 

changing out the housing. This housing supports the rock hammer by increasing the air distributed 

to the internal piston. The larger bore diameter of the housing makes the ROUGHNECK hammer 

run at maximum efficiency, delivering a harder blow at faster impact.  

The patented offset rock bit design provides precise steering, allowing the operator to navigate a 

wide variety of ground conditions. Integrated face-cleaning exhaust ports help prevent plugging of 

the hammer for reliable performance and the patented check valve located within the bit, eliminates 

ingestion of debris.  

Available for any drill, the ROUGHNECK control station can be installed with a tee and a ball 

valve on the high pressure side of the mud pump. This feature provides a path for the airflow to be 

directed into the drilling fluid supply line. The control station utilises the drill’s existing mud pump 

to efficiently deliver air, oil and fluids down hole, reducing the footprint and weight. Integrated  

electronics facilitate the drilling operation and provide the operator with control and increased 

productivity without leaving the drill operator’s station.  

The new system also continues HammerHead’s tradition of designing ease of maintenance into 

their products. Almost 25 years ago, the company pioneered the development of an easy-to-service 

piercing tool that significantly reduced the time needed to maintain it. The new ROUGHNECK  

system is equipped with patented spanner wrench holes in the front and rear of the hammer reducing 

the number of breakout jaws required for changing out the bit or servicing the tool. Website: 

www.hammerheadtrenchless.com 

 

 

DITCH WITCH® JT25 DIRECTIONAL DRILL RELEASED 

T he Ditch Witch® organisation recently announced the release of the new JT25 horizontal  

directional drill, an exceptionally smooth, powerful, quiet and productive machine designed 

primarily for utility backbone work. 

Offering thrust and pullback of 12 t (27,000 lb) and an innovative rotational drive producing 5,400 

Nm (4,000 ftlb) of torque, the JT25 is an ideal drill for installing utility pipe and cables of up to 100 

mm (4 in) diameter at lengths of up to 150 m (500 ft). The rotational drive system features a single 

low-speed, high-torque motor that is 

smooth, quiet and efficient. The JT25 

is powered by a 130-hp, Tier 4i  

Cummins diesel engine that is 7 dB 

quieter than the engine of its main 

competitor, making the JT25 the  

quietest drill in its class; it is, in fact, 

the quietest among all Ditch Witch 

drills. Quiet, smooth operation helps 

reduce operator fatigue and improve 

productivity. 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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T h e  s i mp l e ,  

durable JT25 is a 

w o r k h o r s e  

designed for low 

maintenance and 

high productivity. 

It is engineered 

with a low centre 

of gravity to  

improve stability. 

Field tests have 

demonstrated that 

the JT25 is the 

m o s t  s t a b l e  

machine of its type 

across all types of terrain. Enhancing the machine’s stability are dual rear independent stabilisers 

and a dual-pivot frame that allows steep entry angles without having to raise the tracks off the 

ground. 

The JT25 is simple to operate, with either single- or dual-joystick control of thrust and rotation. 

Like other Ditch Witch drills, the JT25 offers automated, intuitive carve mode that reduces operator 

fatigue and error. The field-proven pipe loading system is simple but exceptionally efficient, with 

minimal moving parts, and open-top vice wrenches give the operator an excellent view of the tool 

joint. 

The service points on the JT25 are centralised in one easily accessible location, reducing  

maintenance time and further enhancing productivity. Plus, the JT25 has no grease zerks,  

eliminating this common maintenance requirement. Website:  www.ditchwitch.com 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
For General Information on Horizontal Directional Drilling click here 
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A control joy-stick 
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NEW HIGH SPEED MULTI-CHANNEL GPR FOR FASTER AND MORE 

ACCURATE SURVEYS 

T he Groundvue 3_8 Controller from Utsi Electronics 

Ltd (UtEl) is a new easy to handle and operate High 

Speed Multi-Channel ground probing radar (GPR)  

system with Wi-Fi connectivity and Windows-based 

software. 

Very few GPRs can collect data at traffic speeds and 

fewer still when operating in multi-channel mode. This 

High Speed Multi-Channel antenna array can scan up to 

1,600 times per second offering a data collection  

capability at speeds consistent with modern road traffic 

even when all 8 channels and automatic GPS integration 

are deployed. The system can be used in single or multi-

channel mode with any channel set of between one and 

eight with independent antenna frequencies available for 

every channel.  

New to the Groundvue 3_8 is Wi-Fi connectivity. 

Where Wi-Fi cannot be used there is the facility for 

ethernet cable connectivity for frequencies >1GHz.  

A significant advantage of the new Groundvue 3_8, 

that is not available on systems from other GPR  

manufacturers, is simultaneous antenna signal triggering 

without cross channel interference. Independent time 

sweep (probing of depth in nanoseconds) is also  

available on every channel and the system has integrated GPS input (independent of a laptop) which 

means that, unlike most other GPR systems, data collections speeds are not adversely affected and 

remain high. 

 

FLEXIBILITY 

The system is modular and is designed to be used in virtually any configuration. It can be used in 

either single or multi-frequency operation. The antennas can also be positioned in any configuration 

that the user requires. The operator can also view any number of channels on screen simultaneously, 

from 1 to 8 as well as change the view during a survey without affecting data collection and  

recording. Selectable wiggle trace is also available on any channel which is useful for monitoring 

the radar’s performance and the prevailing ground conditions. 

In addition, the Groundvue 3_8 now offers the ability to alter gain settings during the survey  

without affecting the recorded data in anyway. The operator can change the gain settings whenever 

this is useful during the survey. UtEl believes this facility to be unique amongst GPR systems.  

In terms of depth measurement, radars measure accurately in nanoseconds time. Engineers  

however measure depth in centimetres so there has to be a translation between the two which is 

where potentially (and traditionally) errors creep in. The traditional method of calibrating depths is 

to take cores along the path of the radar and use these to calibrate the radar depth results. This is an 

expensive and time consuming practice and can also generate its own problems if cores are not  

taken in the right position (depths may vary if the core is taken to one side of a survey line for  

example).  

However, the Groundvue 3_8 

radar can be used to calibrate itself. 

Using multiple receivers and  

knowing the spacing between each 

of these allows tracing of when the 

same signal(s) reach each of the 

antennas. The radar gives the time 

to reach each antenna. With spacing 

or distance already known it is  

possible to establish a transmission 
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velocity through the ground. Applying this velocity to the radar data gives a calibrated depth which 

is accurate. It also shows up where there are anomalies, such as repairs or where repairs are needed, 

in the road. 

The Groundvue 3_8 multi-channel system can be also used for 3-dimensional Synthetic Aperture 

Radar processing, an advanced method of improving target imaging. 

 

EFFICIENT ECONOMIC HARDWARE DESIGN 

Significant research has been put into the new design of the Groundvue 3_8 to ensure that data is as 

clear as possible and the need for data processing reduced to a minimum. 

Modular, multi-channel design allows the user to select the number and type of antennas for any 

radar application eliminating the need to purchase additional systems for different survey types. The 

system is also multi-functional with the facility to be operated using a trolley or from a vehicle or 

even manually using hand pulled antennas from the same system. 

With low power consumption of only 1A at 12V (12 watts), the system is energy efficient. The 

unit is also fully screened preventing stray emissions and protection from external transmissions as 

well as complying with international regulations. 

 

EFFICIENT AND ECONOMIC SOFTWARE 

The software is Windows based. It contains functions to reduce the need for off-site processing. The 

Windows based software is user friendly and records raw data with no necessity for pre-set filters. 

For on-site marking of utility positions, a Utility Mark Up function is available. 

Tzero can be corrected on screen during the survey and this correction is automatically stored in 

the header file for automatic import into the processing package. The unit also offers a variety of on-

screen presentations such as constant background removal. 

Additional tools available in the hardware range include: 

 Crack Depth Measurement – whilst any GPR system can detect areas of generalised cracking, 

the adapted crack detection head on the Groundvue 3_8 is used for: 

 Accurate detection of linear targets such as joints in concrete 

 Depth measurement of visible surface (top down) cracks 

 Detection of subsurface (invisible, bottom up) cracking on roads, airport runways/

taxiways and in structures such as concrete loading bays and on flat roofs 

 Automatic Velocity Calibration – As previously mentioned, Groundvue antennas are  

simultaneously triggered, not sequentially, and without cross channel interference. Using  

multiple receivers connected to a single transmitter, continuous comparative data is created. 

Layer tracing generates the information needed to calculate transmission velocity for the full 

length of the data collected. In the process, any 

anomalous areas show clearly. This allows the 

user to calibrate depths at the same time as  

carrying out the survey and monitoring the survey 

results while reducing the need for expensive  

coring. The range of Antenna Frequencies  

available with Groundvue includes 4GHz (using 

Groundvue 5), 1.5GHz, 1GHz, 400MHz and 

250MHz. The system also complies with current 

ETSI (CE marked) regulations and FCC  

compliance is available on request. Website: 

www.utsielectronics.co.uk 
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An example of the Velocity/Distance available with the new Groundvue 3_8 GPR system. 

The control panel of the new Groundvue 3_8 

GPR system. 
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TRENCHLESS AWARDS CERTAINLY NOT BORING 
Annual Dinner Platinum Sponsors  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Annual Dinner Gold Sponsors  

 

 

 

 

 

S ociety members and guests enjoyed an excellent evening of celebration and 

networking at the UKSTT Annual Dinner and Awards Ceremony held again 

this year at the Holiday Inn in Birmingham on 26th April. Nearly 170 guests 

were impressed by the best of the 30 award entries shortlisted into 6 categories.  

The event was again hosted by Chris Packham, the environmentalist. Chris and 

his ‘guest’, a Red Kite named Scarlett who is part of a captive breeding programme 

as the Hawk Conservancy Trust, entertained the guests at the start of the evening.  

While walking round the room Chris informed the audience that this bird of prey 

was ‘a bit of a whimp’ compared to others in relation to the size of its prey in  

comparison to itself. The UK has 7% of the world’s population of Red Kites and is 

the only increasing population in Europe with 1,800 to 2,000 breeding pairs along 

with extra individuals. He also explained, as part of its efforts to maintain a clean 

nest, it’s remarkable ability to shoot it’s faeces over great distances, ~3.5 m. 

When presenting the short-listed entries, Chris also gave his own awards for best and worst photo of the evening. The best  

photo went to United Utilities and KMI Water Joint Venture and the worst photo ……. only to be known to those attending the 

event. 

Amusing entertainment was provided by ‘The Noise Next Door’ with a series of comedy sketches and songs, including Chris 

Packham and Katie Price making wigs for plumbers in Cirencester.  

The Chairman’s Charity this year, in support of The Lighthouse Club, raised £1,490.50. The winner of the iPod Nano,  

sponsored by Ashington Associates, was Mark Shepherd. In addition there was a Business Card drop for an Alpacha throw  

donated by Watershed Associates. This was won by Bryan Lord, Onsite Central Ltd. Information on the short-listed entries for 

each category follows. 

 

Renovation – Large (>£250k) 

Sponsor: Lanes Group 

 

Onsite Central Ltd & Barhale 

Environmental Concerns and Costs Drive Lining Works to Counter H2S Sewer Attack  

Having suffered serious H2S attack, two gravity sewer networks in the Anglian Water region in villages, Snape and Yoxford 

needed to be replaced or renovated urgently. Serious environmental and wildlife protection concerns and potentially huge open 

cut construction costs meant that a trenchless option was prioritised to minimise open cut works in highly sensitive locations. 

 

UKDN Waterflow 

Kensington Canal Sewer 

UKDN Waterflow co-ordinated emergency protection works for 

70 m of Victorian brick-built sewer running just below live railway 

lines, after surveys revealed serious movement. With the 2012 Olympics looming the team 

quickly obtained an emergency track possession, liaised with residents and overcame  

significant access challenges to remediate the failed sewer. 

 

Wessex Water and Onsite Central Ltd 

Multiple agency collaboration in renovating a strategic sewer under the M5 motorway in Somerset 

Corrosion of concrete sewers by Hydrogen Sulphide generated from slow transient sewage is a concern to all water companies, 

but timely intervention and measurement of residual strengths of the host pipe, coupled with the latest lining techniques, provided 

a cost effective solution to a problem under the M5 in Somerset. 
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Renovation – Small (<£250k) 

Sponsor: U Mole, a division of Vp plc 

 

EEG Ltd 

Long Distance Lining to keep an Airport Moving 

EEG recently undertook a major contracting project for its client, Scottish Water. The project required the rehabilitation of 0.75 

km of 750/450 mm diameter sewer network pipeline because structural damage and water infiltration had led to the flooding of 

the main Long Stay car park at Glasgow Prestwick International Airport (GPIA). 

 

Lanes Group plc 

Lanes sees through Blind Sewer to keep Tram Extension on Track 

There was access but no exit to a 54 m surface water sewer beneath the world’s widest bridge. Excavation might have derailed 

Manchester's tram expansion schedule. So Lanes adapted a blind shot technique to line the 600 mm diameter pipe, protecting the 

environment and keeping the tram scheme on track. 

 

UKDN Waterflow 

Davies Street 

Pushing the boundaries of trenchless technology, UKDN Waterflow  

protected a 120-metre long Victorian sewer in preparation for Crossrail 

groundworks. The team overcame major installation challenges designing a 

custom-built flume to navigate a three-dimensional labyrinth of services, and the first use of an inflation 

cage to install two large UV liners. 

 

New Installation 

Sponsor: UKDN Waterflow 

 

Severn Trent Water 

Mitcheldean Resilience Pipeline & Pumping Station – A40 dual carriageway pipe jack 

The flooding event in July 2007 resulted in the failure of a major Water Treatment Works in Gloucestershire with the loss of 

supply for over 350,000 customers. The consequences of this promoted the Mitcheldean Resilience project which included 12  

no-dig crossings and this paper discusses one of these, the Pipe-Jack under the A40 dual carriageway in Gloucestershire. 

 

United Utilities/KMI Joint Venture 

“Herrenknecht Direct Pipe” No Dig Solution 

The complex £114 million  sewer improvement scheme in Preston 

involved interceptor sewers, stormwater storage tunnels, 6km of  

tunnelling, rising mains and 13 access shafts and included for the first time in the United 

Kingdom the installation of a twin 866m x 1.422 m pipe tunnel using ‘Herrenknecht Direct 

Pipe Technique’. 

 

Small Scheme 

Sponsor: Severn Trent Water 

 

Lanes Group plc 

Leamington Culvert needed a new approach 

Lanes’ reputation for tackling out of the ordinary relines came to fore when the team was faced with a manmade culvert in 

Leamington Spa. Irregular in shape, with a constantly changing diameter along its 47 m length, it also contained 8 laterals. 

Thanks to manual methods and a leap of faith, Lanes lined it in a weekend. 

 

UKDN Waterflow 

Stratford Place Phase 1 

UKDN Waterflow’s world-first solution stabilised a 2 m high brick, egg-shaped Victorian sewer with a dry weather flow  

channel, in preparation for the London Underground/Crossrail upgrades at Bond Street Station and incorporated twelve ducts for 

compensation grouting pipework. Directly outside two consulates site restrictions prevented enlargement of existing manholes.  

 

Wessex Water 

Renovating Collapsed Deep Sewer 

When an 8 m deep VC sewer originally constructed through a sand heading, collapsed below an  

avenue lined with protected trees, a set of trenchless solutions were used to save cost, both CAPEX and 

socio-economic, time and gain the appreciation of residents, the highways department and the client. 
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Innovation 

Sponsor: H5O 

 

Picote UK Ltd 

Revolutionising small diameter drain renovation with the Smart Cutter™ 

The Smart Cutter™ is a lateral cutter allowing contractors easily reinstate connections in DN32-200 drains. It is a revolutionary 

solution for lateral reinstatement typically opening a connection in 5-15 minutes. It allows contractors to cut reinstatement costs 

and expand their business with a small initial investment into smaller diameter drains. 

 

UKDN Waterflow 

King Scholar Pond 

In a world-first UKDN Waterflow installed a sprung-cage of its own design, to protect a 104 m long, 2.21 m diameter, flat-

sided sewer from Crossrail tunnelling works. The radical approach overcame significant challenges allowing this major storm 

relief sewer to be temporarily reinforced while maintaining over 92% cross-sectional area. 

 

United Utilities/KMI Joint Venture 

 “Herrenknecht Direct Pipe” No Dig Solution 

Used for the first time in the United Kingdom the ‘Herrenknecht Direct Pipe 

Technique’ selected for the 866 m twin 1.422 o.d. drive was also the Worlds 

2nd longest Direct Pipe Drive and set a UK pipe jacking record of 72 m driven 

in a single 12 hour shift. 

 

Young Engineer 

Sponsor: Wessex Water 

 

James Larkin, UKDN Waterflow 

Stratford Place Phase 1 & 2 

James Larkin is one of the next generation  

engineers to watch. Already a proven Project  

Engineer James adds a unique edge to the UKDN Waterflow team,  

providing maturity in design, innovation and cost control. James has worked 

on and more recently Project Managed a number of high profile works as part of Crossrail. 

 

 

 

Liam MacFarlane, Wessex Water 

Renovating Collapsed Deep Sewer 

When an 8 m deep VC sewer originally constructed through a sand heading, collapsed below an avenue lined with protected 

trees, a set of trenchless solutions were brought together to save cost, both Capex and socio economic, time and gain the  

appreciation of local residents, the highways department and the client. 

 

Special Award – Honorary Individual Member 

Ted Flaxman …….. Unfortunately, Ted was unable to attend the Dinner so the Award was accepted on his behalf by friend 

and colleague, Dec Downey. 

 

 

UKSTT News 
TfL Roadworks Innovation Summit 

Transport for London held an outstanding Roadworks Innovation Summit at City 

Hall on Friday 26 April. The event organised by Westrade Group attracted 13  

sponsors and exhibitors including UKSTT.  

An audience of around 100 drawn from TfL and the London Boroughs, National 

Grid, Southern Gas, Crossrail, Openreach and Thames Water were addressed by the 

mayor Boris Johnson who challenged those who dig up London’s Roads to consider 

trenchless technology and better ways of working to keep disruption to a minimum. 

The Mayor congratulated TfL on the introduction of his Lane Rental Scheme, London 

Permits, and the Roadworks Pledge and Code of Conduct which have reduced severe 

disruption by 30% and concentrated execution of 92% of works undertaken in Lane 

Rental areas outside of busy times.  

The audience received presentations from TRL, Southern Gas and TfL. Dec Downey, ISTT Past Chairman (pictured) spoke for 
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UKSTT on ’Innovative solutions for minimising traffic disruption’. The coffee breaks and lunch period gave attendees a good 

opportunity to meet exhibitors including UKSTT Members UKDN Waterflow, Steve Vick, Kobus and Oxford Plastics.  

TfL’s Chief Operating Office Garrett Emmerson spoke of ‘the war on unnecessarily disruptive roadworks’ and expressed the 

hope that by sharing innovations and the ideas on show we will be inspired to take up the Mayor’s challenge and continue to  

reduce the disruption resulting from Roadworks.  

Caroline Prescot, Westrade, and Dec Downey, who were both involved in London at Trenchless Construction for Utilities aka 

No Dig 85, thought the evident success this Summit and Boris’ enthusiasm for No Dig Live in 2012 suggests that an important 

corner may have been navigated after much effort by UKSTT and its members. 

 

UKSTT Innovation Day 2013 – SAVE THE DATE 

The UKSTT will be holding it’s first Innovation Day on 24 October 2013. It will showcase the latest innovations in the  

Trenchless Technology field with an exhibition, seminars and demonstrations throughout the day. The event is sponsored and 

hosted by National Grid at their Hitchin Depot. The details are currently being finalised so watch this space. 

 

 

MEMBER NEWS 
Murphy employee wins ‘Apprentice of the Year’ at Leading Industry Awards  

Twenty-year old Murphy employee Shane McHugh was named 

‘Apprentice of the Year’ at the prestigious Construction News  

Specialist Awards 2013 in London. Shane, who is an Apprentice 

Plant Fitter, is part of the HOCHTIEF MURPHY Joint Venture team 

delivering the 2.6 km of new tunnels beneath the River Thames for 

the Crossrail’s Thames Tunnel project. 

The award recognises Shane’s outstanding achievement and the 

dedication he has shown in his role plus his drive to continuously 

develop and make a difference for his employer.  

The awards judges commented: “Shane is inspirational; his passion 

about the job, excellent relationship with his mentor, maturity, level 

of commitment and integration into the team all shone through. A 

100% attendance record is exemplary.” 

Andy Ingram, C310 Construction Manager said: “All credit must 

go to Shane for demonstrating his hunger for learning, exemplary 

attitude and his commitment to the HOCHTIEF MURPHY JV in delivering Crossrail C310 project. A special thanks also to Dave 

McCarthy who as Shane’s mentor he has provided great support and guidance. This national recognition further demonstrates the  

HOCHTIEF MURPHY commitment to plugging the skills gap in our industry through apprenticeships and training, as well as 

our commitment to nurturing industry leaders from within our business.” 

The £200 million infrastructure project for Crossrail is a hugely ambitious scheme with tight timescales and Shane has  

demonstrated that he is able to focus and rise to the challenges in what is a very demanding work site environment.  

Andy continued: “Shane is registered on the CITB Apprenticeship Scheme and his commitment to grasping the opportunity he 

has been given is clear. In his 10 months with the project, he has achieved a 100% attendance record; which underlines his great 

enthusiasm to learn and put into practice the skills that he has gained. The results from Shane’s college course have also been 

excellent and overall he is becoming a very competent plant fitter.” 

Gus Scott, Crossrail’s Thames Tunnel Project Manager said: “I would like to congratulate Shane for winning this prestigious 

award and for the huge contribution he has made so far at Crossrail’s Thames Tunnel site. Apprentices are playing a crucial role 

in helping us deliver Europe’s biggest construction project.  

As well as working on site, Shane attends the National Construction College at Bircham Newton in Norfolk on block release 

where he is studying an NVQ 2 in Plant Maintenance.    

J. Murphy & Sons supports each Apprentice with a dedicated mentor who has an important role to play in the development and 

nurturing of apprentice skills and talent.  

Shane’s dedicated mentor, Dave McCarthy, Plant Foreman, continuously challenges Shane's ability with new tasks, but is  

careful not to overload him at his young age. He commented: “Shane has some outstanding qualities as a young apprentice - he is 

technically competent, has a positive attitude and is a solid team worker.   

“The nature of the project means that the work is both complex and high risk, so Shane has been learning about different  

construction methods. This has increased his all-round development as an apprentice and has certainly meant that he has become 

an invaluable member of the project. It proves that the commitment and investment in apprentice programmes is extremely 

worthwhile and we’d like to congratulate Shane on his success.” 

Commenting, Shane said:  “I was delighted to receive the award as the Apprentice of the Year. Winning means a lot and I’d 

like to thank the site team for all their support. I enjoy working on the HOCHTIEF MURPHY JV Project and I am keen to  

continue my development and complete my apprenticeship to become a qualified plant fitter.” 
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Murphy Appoints Strategy & Business Development Director 

Colin Courtney has been appointed Strategy and Business Development Director at J. Murphy & 

Sons Limited to ensure Murphy remains at the forefront of the UK construction and civil engineering 

industry. 

Responsible for the business development strategy, Colin will utilise his extensive experience across 

the UK and international construction markets to reinforce the company’s position in existing markets 

and lead the expansion into new adjacent markets.  

Previously Business Development & Strategy Director at Skanska, Colin has held a number of  

senior strategic development positions both in the private and public sector. Currently, he is also 

chairing the Promotion Working Group established by the UK Government’s Green Construction 

Board to assist in driving forward the green agenda in the construction industry. 

Colin said: “The depth and breadth of expertise and experience within the business must be one of construction's best kept  

secrets. I am delighted now to be in a position to match this capability with the challenges and opportunities facing our industry, 

not least the need to innovate in delivering cost-effective and sustainable solutions.”  

John Stack, Chief Executive Officer, Murphy, commented: “I am delighted to welcome Colin to the team. He joins us at a very 

exciting time for the company and a challenging time for the industry with the opportunity to drive our strategic business  

development forward in delivering cost-effective, sustainable and customer-focused solutions to our clients. His extensive  

experience, leadership and forward-looking business acumen make him ideal for the role.” 

 

 

NEW MEMBERS 
UKSTT would like to welcome its latest Corporate Members Nicol of Skene Ltd, Picote UK Ltd and Force One Ltd. 

Getting to know our new members ………  

Nicol of Skene Ltd  (www.nicolofskene.co.uk) 

Nicol of Skene Ltd has been offering civil engineering and project services to both commercial and public  

sectors for over 25 years. As a long established and highly experienced civil engineering company based in the 

North East of Scotland the company has an enviable and extensive portfolio of completed projects. Nicol of 

Skene Ltd currently operate in four distinct areas - Civil engineering, Recycling, Directional Drilling and  

Utilities. Nicol of Skene prides itself on its exceptional customer relations and extensive experience to provide 

the best possible service within the civil engineering and trenchless technology industry. 
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TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGY MET TURKISH MUNICIPALITIES 

T he Turkish Society for Infrastructure and 

Trenchless Technology (TSITT) recently 

participated ‘Smart Municipal Work Summit’ 

held by Union of Municipalities of Marmara 

(UMM) between March 28 and 29, 2013 in  

Istanbul, Turkey. 

The summit started with the welcoming speech 

of Recep Altepe, the Mayor of Bursa - the fourth 

largest city of Turkey. Afterwards, Naim İsmaili, 

the President of Association of Kosovo  

Municipalities and Anders Knape, the President 

of the Swedish Association of Local Authorities 

and Regions gave their opening speeches. Then, 

Turkish Deputy Minister of Science Industry and 

Technology Prof. Dr. Davut Kavranoglu gave 

his keynote speech. Prof. Dr. Kavranoglu mentioned that municipalities shall take the advantages of 

latest technologies in order to increase the comfort of the cities. 

Thirteen different sessions took place during the event. One of these sessions entitled Trenchless 

Technology and Urban Infrastructure Practices was moderated by Yasin Torun, the Chairman of 

TSITT. Prof. Dr. Fevzi Yilmaz from FSM Vakif University, who is the author of the first Turkish 

trenchless technology book, made the first presentation and informed the audience regarding the 

situation and importance of trenchless technology in Turkey. Afterwards, Fatih Pistil from SASKI 

(Sakarya Water and Sewerage Administration) presented information on successful trenchless  

applications in the city of Sakarya. Then, Dr. Mucahit Namli, the Vice-Chairman of TSITT,  

presented the successful pipejacking applications in Istanbul. Thereafter, Sener Polat, the CIPP  

Consultant for TSITT, presented a benchmarking study covering CIPP markets in Turkey and  

Germany. The last presentation is made by Dr. Ihsan Engin Bal, the Secretary of TSITT, on trench-

less applications of fibre reinforced polymers (FRP) in water transmission systems. 

The summit was attended by 2,000 visitors. TSITT will keep developing its network with the  

municipalities and utilities. TSITT 

also proudly announced i ts  

International No Dig 2015 Istanbul 

Conference and Exhibition will take 

place in Istanbul, Turkey.  

TSITT invites all individuals,  

institutions and companies around the 

world to take place in No Dig events 

in Turkey in a unique country located 

in the intersection point of Europe, 

Asia and Middle East. Website: 

www.nodigturkey.com 

 

TUNNELLING IN GCC, CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 

F or the first time in the Middle East and African 

region, The UAE Society of Engineers (SOE-

UAE) will host the Arabian Tunnelling Conference 

(ATC 2013) in collaboration with the International 

Tunnelling and Under Ground Space Utilization  

Association (ITA). 

Leading experts from over 25 countries will meet and 

network with their peers and a faculty of renowned 

speakers. ATC 2013 will also include an exhibition, 

featuring local and international organisations that will showcase their products and services in the 

field of sustainable underground space utilisation. 

EVENTS AND MEETINGS 
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The growing scope and demand of expertise in the tunnelling industry in this region is developing 

at a fast pace. ATC 2013 will not only focus on the underground space use for transportation system 

but also for energy, water and telecommunication.   

Discussion topics during the course of the conference will include: Microtunnelling; Sustainable 

Tunnelling; Tunnelling Structures; Contracts and Risk Management; Tunnelling in GCC; and Safety 

in Tunnelling. Website: http://uae-atc2013.com/ 

 

 

VST 2013 PROGRAMME ANNOUNCED 

T he French Society for Trenchless Technology recently  

announced the programme for its forthcoming VST 2013 event. The 

event will take place  at Cergy-Pontoise, Parc Mirapolis, Paris, France  

between 18, 19 and 20  June 2013. The event conference programme is as 

follows below. 

There will be attractions on exhibition stands, live demonstrations and 

exhibitor presentations from Thursday, June 18, at 14:30 to Thursday, 21 

June. Website: www.villesanstranchee.eu  
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Morning Session 

Opening ceremony - Mrs Dominique GILLOT 

Senator-Mayor of Eragny 

Mrs Michèle ROUSSEAU 

General Manager of the  Seine-Normandy 

Water Agency 

Mr. Dominique LEFEBVRE 

Deputy for Val d’Oise and Chairman of the 

Cergy –Pontoise Town Association 

Mr. Emmanuel PEZET 

Chairman of  SIARP, Wastewater Treatment 

Authority for the Pontoise Region 

Mr. Sam ARIARATNAM 

Chairman of ISTT 

Mr. Patrice DUPONT 

Chairman of FSTT 

 

Afternoon Session  

Conference : Methodology to carry out a  

diagnosis and recommendations for  

compliance work of a non-visitable sewer 

Christian LEGAZ and Nicolas HERROUET 

(AVR INGENIERIE) 

  

Conference : The sustainability of  

rehabilitation of a man-entry sewer collector in 

Seine-Saint-Denis 

Didier LESAGE (DEA - CG 93) 

 

18h00 Close 

 

Evening Event 

19h30 Gala Dinner at the Brazil Tropical - 

Montparnasse  

Awards ceremony 

WEDNESDAY 19 JUNE 2013 

Morning Session 

Conférence : The stability of existing struc-

tures when directional drilling  

Jean-Pierre BRAZZINI (FSTT) and Emeline 

DROUET (GDF SUEZ) 

 

Awards presentations 

 

Afternoon Session  

Conferences and demonstrations on DT-DICT 

regulations  

 First analysis, a year after the  

establishment of the regulations  

Jean-Pierre BRAZZINI (FSTT) 

 

 The single window, the reporting 

procedures, the forms and the role of 

the service providers  

DICT.fr 

 

 Detection and identification of net-

works upstream of worksites  

Jean-Pierre BRAZZINI (Expert 

AFNOR) et FNEDRE 

 

Live demonstrations from detection companies 

 

THURSDAY 20 JUNE 2013 

Exhibition open for visitors 

Conference: The introduction to trenchless 

technologies followed by a guided tour of the 

stands for students  

 

17h00 

Close of the event 

http://uae-atc2013.com/
http://www.villesanstranchee.eu
http://www.westrade.co.uk/html/fr_trenchless.html


T he North American Society for Trenchless Technology (NASTT) has announced it is now  

accepting abstracts for its 2014 No-Dig Show in Orlando, Florida, USA. The conference will 

take place at the Gaylord Palms between April 13 and 17, 2014. 

The abstracts must be submitted electronically at NASTT’s website by June 30, 2013. 

Submit an abstract now at http://www.nastt.org/abstractsubmission   

NASTT’s 2014 No-Dig Show Program Committee will review abstracts and notify the primary 

authors of acceptance in August 2013. To ensure meaningful and commercial free technical content, 

all papers will be peer-reviewed. Final papers will be published in the conference proceedings. 

Abstracts from the following subjects are of interest to the No-Dig Show Program Committee: 

EVENTS AND MEETINGS 
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HDD   

 Pipeline Inspection and Locating   

 Condition Assessment   

 Subsurface Utility Engineering   

 I&I and Leak Detection   

  

Cutting-Edge Advances in Pipeline and 

Manhole Rehabilitation  

 Cured-in-Place Pipe Lining  

 Sliplining   

 Pipe Bursting   

 Laterals Rehabilitation   

 Grouting   

 Lining Materials and Application  

Methods  

  

New Installations   

 New Concepts for Trenchless Equipment, 

Materials and Methods   

 New Concepts for Trenchless Equipment, 

Materials and Methods 

 Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD)  

 Microtunnelling   

 New Applications for Boring Techniques 

(Auger Boring and Pipe Ramming)  

 Pilot Tube Boring (Tunnelling) 

 

Trenchless Research and Development   

 University and Industry Initiatives   

 Education and Training   

  

Environmental Incentives, Challenges and 

Sustainability  

 Carbon Reduction  

 Sustainable Construction Practices  

  

Municipal Issues   

 Selection Criteria for Contractors   

 Development of Submittal Requirements  

 Measuring Quality Assurance/Quality 

Control   

 Project Budgeting and Prioritization   

 Selection Criteria for Materials   

 Funding for “Green” Technologies   

 Lessons Learned   

   

Industry Issues  

 Social Costs and Impacts   

 Carbon Footprint Reduction   

 Industry Trends, Issues and Concerns  

http://www.nastt.org/abstractsubmission
http://www.westrade.co.uk/html/fr_trenchless.html
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2013 
May 28-29 

NO-DIG BANGKOK SUMMIT 2013 - Bangkok, Thailand. 

Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

May 31  

NO-DIG MANILA SUMMIT 2013 - Manila, Philippines. 

Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

June 19-20 

Ville Sans Tranchee 2013 - Paris, France 

Details from: www.fstt.org 
 

June 23-26 

RETC 2013 - Washington DC, USA 

Details from: www.retc.org 
 

July 9 

NADC/National Drainage Academy Open Day - London, 

UK 

Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

July 25-26  

NO-DIG INDIA 2013 - New Delhi, India. 

Details from: www.westrade.co.uk 
 

September 1-4 

International No-Dig ‘Down Under’ 2013 - Sydney,  

Australia (Registration Now Open) 

Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com 
 

September 11-12 

dtx 2013 - Cheltenham, UK 

Details from: www.dtexhibition.com 
 

September 18-21 

bauma Africa 2013 - Johannesburg, South Africa  

Details from: www.bauma-africa.com 
 

October 1-3 

ICUEE 2013 - Kentucky, USA 

Details from: www.icuee.com 
 

October 23-24 

Underground Construction 2013 - London , UK 

Details from: www.tunnellingshow.com 

 
2014 

April 8-10 

VI International Conference ‘Trenchless Technologies’ 

NO-DIG POLAND 2014 - Kielce-Cedzyna, Poland. 

Details from: www.nodigpoland.tu.kielce.pl 
 

September 16-18 

No-Dig Live 2014 - Coventry, UK 

Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

October 13-15 

International No-Dig 2014 - Madrid, Spain 

Details from: www.nodigmadrid.com 

 

 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would 

like to add it to this listing please forward details to: 

ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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